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32nd National Statistics Month Celebration

 Opening Ceremony

The 32nd NSM Opening Ceremony was

conducted on 01 October 2021 via

online platform. It was attended by

participants from regional line agencies

(RLAs), state universities and colleges

(SUCs), RSSO MIMAROPA, and

Provincial Statistical Offices (PSOs) of

MIMAROPA.

Director Leni R. Rioflorido, in her

message hoped for a meaningful and

productive celebration. She mentioned

that the activity is a celebration of

statistics to elevate stakeholders’

awareness on the uses and value of

statistics.

Director Agustin C. Mendoza of NEDA

MIMAROPA gave a keynote speech. He

said that the celebration is very timely

since there is a strong need to accelerate

economic and social recovery after the

effects of the pandemic. He emphasized

the importance of statistics as basis for

policy and decision making to address

the socio-economic impact of

COVID-19.

Mr. Fulbert Paul W. Pukias of DOLE

MIMAROPA presented the Bayanihan

to Recover as One: Response to

COVID-19. He discussed each program

of DOLE and shared the number of

beneficiaries assisted for each program.

continued on page 2

Dir. Leni Rioflorido

presenting the 2020 

population count

PSA MIMAROPA successfully conducted the 32nd National Statistics Month (NSM)

celebration in October 2021 with the theme “NSM@32: Revving up for Economic

and Social Recovery Through Evidence-Based Policies.” The activities conducted

were the following:

Dir. Agustin Mendoza 

as keynote speaker



Information Drive

As part of the celebration, RSSO

MIMAROPA spearheaded a ribbon

cutting in front of Calapan Serbilis

Outlet. Distribution of infographics to

clients was conducted. Information

drive aims to enhance awareness on

statistical data by means of

infographics.

Physical Fitness - Zumba

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted

Zumba every Friday of October to

promote psychological well-being and

help relieve stress of employees.
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Statistical Film Showing

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted film

showing. The employees watched the

film “Moneyball.” The film was a

2011 American biographical.

It is an account of the Oakland

baseball team’s 2002 season and their

manager Billy Beane’s attempts to

assemble a competitive team.

In the film, Beane and assistant

general manager Peter Brand faced

with the franchise’s limited budget for

players, build a team of undervalued

talent by taking a sophisticated

sabermetric approach to scouting and

analyzing players.

In the 2002 season, the nation’s

lowest-salaried Major League

Baseball team put together a 20-game

winning streak, setting a new

American League record.

The team began that season with 11

losses in a row. What happened

between is the stuff of “Moneyball,” a

smart, intense and moving film that is

not so much about sports as about the

war between intuition and statistics.

Virtual School Dissemination

Forum

A virtual school dissemination forum

was conducted at the following

schools:

• City College of Calapan –

04 October

• Mindoro State University –

13 October

• St. Anthony College of Calapan –

25 October

 Training on Basic Statistics

A Training on Basic Statistics was

conducted on 05-06 October in a

hybrid setup. Topics discussed were

the basic concepts, levels of

measurement, data presentation,

distribution of data, and measures of

central tendency.



Training Workshop on Basic Powerpoint

A Training Workshop on Basic Powerpoint was

conducted on 11 October in a hybrid setup. The activity

aimed to retool the employees on some basic and selected

advanced features of Microsoft Powerpoint in the

preparation of quality presentation materials and in

presenting data into videographics.

Retooling on the Use of Word Processing in the Office

Workplace

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted the retooling on basic and

advanced features of a word processing system in a hybrid

setup on 07 October.

Senior Statistical Specialist (SrSS) Raymond R. Lapus

demonstrated the step-by-step procedures on how to easily

prepare communication letters using mail merge.

Social Responsibility: Give Love on a Chosen

Community

The conduct of social responsibility activities is one of the

commitment of RSSO MIMAROPA towards ensuring the

welfare and interests of the society. Thus, RSSO

MIMAROPA conducted social responsibility on 14

October to the learners of Sitio Sta. Rosa of Panikian

Elementary School whose parents had lost their jobs due

to pandemic and had been affected by typhoon.

Training Workshop on Data Management Using Excel

A Training Workshop on Data Management Using Excel

was conducted on 12 October. The activity aimed to

familiarize the participants with the uses of MS Excel, enable

participants to manage data more effectively using MS

Excel, and help improve employee productivity by allowing

tasks to be completed more efficiently using MS Excel.
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Sanity Workshop I

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted the activity on 18 October to promote a healthy lifestyle among employees and to practice

positive attitude in order to serve better. Mr. Maximo Closa discussed the effects of overthinking and ways to overcome it

while Mr. Rius Anthony Agua tackled on mental health.

Friendly Feud

In order to measure the knowledge of RSSO MIMAROPA employees on the results of the censuses and surveys conducted

by the PSA, a Friendly Feud was conducted. The game consists of nine rounds.

Trivia Quiz

A Trivia Quiz was conducted on 19 October via Zoom. The

participants are from RSSO MIMAROPA and PSOs. Trivia

Quiz is a game wherein the participants are asked questions

about interesting and important facts. The participants will

try to recall information, specifically trivia about statistics

and civil registration.



Inter- Agency Statistics Quiz

An Inter-Agency Quiz was conducted on 25 October. The

activity is a regionwide contest designed to test the knowledge

on statistics of employees in RLAs and local government units

(LGUs). In the end, Mr. Reuben James C. Salazar of PPDO

Occidental Mindoro bagged the first place.

Infographics Making Contest

Another activity conducted in celebration of the 32nd NSM is the Infographics Making Contest. The participants are

COSWs from RSSO MIMAROPA and PSOs. The entry from SOCD was awarded the winner.

Statistics Quiz

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted statistics quiz to freshman students enrolled in colleges and universities in the region to

test their knowledge on statistics.

Contestants are reminded to use pen and
paper as their back up in case of
disconnection from the Internet.
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Tree Planting Activity

RSSO MIMAROPA conducted the tree planting activity on 29 October at Calapan Recreational and Zoological Park to

help address the environmental concerns by promoting and appreciating data on environment statistics.

Closing Ceremony

The NSM Closing Ceremony was conducted on 29 October in a hybrid setup. It was attended by participants from RLAs,

LGUs, and SUCs. Director Rioflorido extended her heartfelt gratitude to everyone for their constant support and

participation to the various activities in the month-long celebration.

Deputy Director Carina P. Del Rosario gave a message and hoped that everyone can see the government’s effort in revving

up for social and economic recovery.

DSWD MIMAROPA presented an audiovisual presentation on the agency’s initiatives on social recovery program.

Director Joel B. Valera of DTI MIMAROPA presented the DTI’ MIMAROPA’s economic programs.

Lastly, Deputy Director Mynard Bryan R. Mojica of BSP Financial Inclusion Office presented the BSP’s initiatives in

response to the effects of COVID-19 pandemic.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAT CORNER

Building construction statistics from approved building

permits submitted to Local Building Officials (LBOs) relate to

data on new construction and additions, alterations and

repairs of residential and non-residential buildings, and other

structures undertaken in all cities and municipalities

in the country.

On the fourth quarter of 2021, the month of December had

the highest issued building permits with 440 while the month

of October had the lowest issued building permits with 369.

Domestic Trade Statistics (DOMSTAT) refers

to air, rail and coastwise trade statistics

collected and compiled monthly, quarterly,

and annually based from airway bills, daily

report of outgoing shipments, coastwise,

and passenger manifests.

All provinces collected coastwise

documents and passenger manifests during

the fourth quarter of 2021. Palawan alone

collected air waybills. There were 1,037

collected airway bills for the fourth quarter

of 2021.



AgriStat CORNER

Overall corn production in MIMAROPA for the fourth quarter of 2021 declined by 7.98 percent from 12,677.31 MT in 2020 to

11,666 MT of the same quarter in 2021. Palawan contributed to the highest decline with 6,082 MT in 2020 to 4,800 MT in 2021

equivalent to 21.08 percent. It was followed by Romblon with 53.21 percent from 312 MT in 2020 to 146 MT in 2021.

Meanwhile, Occidental Mindoro posted an increase with 4,243 MT to 4,604 MT equivalent to 8.51 percent. Marinduque also

posted an increase with 152 MT to 265 MT or 74.34 percent.

Total production of palay in MIMAROPA for the fourth quarter of 2021 grew by 1.97 percent from 580,685.50 metric tons (MT)

in 2020 to 592,116.65 MT of the same quarter in 2021. Occidental Mindoro posted the highest increase from 196,048 MT to

240,627.70 MT or 22.74 percent followed by Marinduque with 14.18 percent from 5,283 MT to 6,032 MT. On the contrary,

Oriental Mindoro recorded a decline from 192,654.50 MT to 175,182.95 MT or 9.07 percent. It was followed by Palawan with

8.40 percent from 169,014 MT in 2020 to 154,816 MT in 2021. Romblon also posted a decline from 17,686 MT in 2020 to

15,458 MT in 2021 equivalent to 12.60 percent.
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PROVINCIAL TIDBITS

2018 to 2020 Report on the Economic Performance of Marinduque

2018 to 2020 Report on the Economic Performance of Occidental Mindoro

MARINDUQUE
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OCCIDENTAL MINDORO

The first ever Dissemination Forum on the Results of 2018 – 2020

Provincial Product Accounts (PPA) of Marinduque was conducted

on December 9, 2021 at Balar Events Place, Brgy. Balaring, Boac,

Marinduque. The said dissemination was attended by 60

participants including twenty-two (22) from PSO Marinduque,

two (2) from PSA Central Office, four (4) from the media, twenty-

three (23) representatives from LGUs, seven (7) representatives

from NGAs, and two (2) from private sector while there were

twenty-nine (29) participants from the PSA Central Office, RSSO

and PSOs thru the virtual platform.

The PSA Occidental Mindoro conducted a data

dissemination forum on the 2018-2020 economic

performance of the province on 07 December 2021 at Isla

De Oro Hotel, Brgy. Tangkalan, Mamburao at around 9:00

in the morning. A total of 75 participants from different

agencies of the province have attended the forum including

the staff from PSA Occidental Mindoro, PSA

MIMAROPA, and PSA Central Office. The forum was

started with a virtual opening prayer then followed by the

singing of the national anthem. CSS Maribel L. Bernardo

gives her warm welcome to everyone that is present in the

forum. Regional Director Ms. Leni R. Rioflorido rendered a

messagemessage to the participants of the event and thanked all the data users and providers for their contribution to the

compilation of the Provincial Product Account. National Statistician, Usec. Dennis S. Mapa delivered an inspirational

message in the event of the Provincial Product Account dissemination forum. Highlights of the event are the

presentation of the 2018-2020 Report on the Economic Performance of the Province of Occidental Mindoro which was

presented by CSS Bernardo. An insight from the Provincial Planning and Development Office, Engr. Anthony A.

Dantis and ANS Ms. Vivian I. Ilarina were also delivered. The data dissemination forum was ended with an open

forum. Ms. Donna Marie D. Mobe delivered closing remarks.



2018 to 2020 Report on the Economic Performance of Oriental Mindoro

Provincial Product Accounts Dissemination Forum of the Province of Palawan 

and City of Puerto Princesa

ORIENTAL MINDORO
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The PSA PSO Oriental Mindoro successfully conducted the 2018 to 2020 Report of the Economic Performance of

Oriental Mindoro on 06 December 2021. Seventy-one participants of the forum include officials/ representatives of

regional/ provincial line agencies, development programmers of local branches of government agencies,

policymakers/planning officers of local government units (LGUs), official/ representative of non-government offices,

academe, and media/press people, among others. Output of the forum will provide provincial planners, policy makers,

and data users a description and assessment of the overall performance of the economy.

PALAWAN

The Provincial Product Accounts (PPA) is a mechanism to

compile the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) using production

approach and other economic accounts at the sub-regional level.

It is considered as a means to reinforce the planning and

decision making of provincial policymakers and stakeholders

in crafting more informed economic policies. The GDP at the

provincial levels aims to provide a more appropriate measure

and assessment of a province’s or HUC’s economic

performance.

The compilation of the Provincial Product Accounts was piloted

in the three regions of MIMAROPA, Central Visayas, and

Northern Mindanao. As one of the provinces and lone Highly

UrbanizedUrbanized City (HUC) in MIMAROPA, Palawan and City of Puerto Princesa were among the 20 provinces and HUCs

in this year’s pilot estimation.



A series of workshops by the Technical Working Group were conducted and consultations with stakeholders, provincial

line agencies and Local Government Units were made before the Provincial Product Accounts come into fruition. Last

December 13, 2021, the results of the Economic Performance of the Province of Palawan and City of Puerto Princesa

were presented through a Dissemination Forum held at Hue Hotels and Resort, Puerto Princesa City.

The event was highlighted by the presentation of Chief Statistical Specialist Maria Lalaine M. Rodriguez of the results

and highlights of the Gross Domestic Product of Palawan and the City of Puerto Princesa for the years 2018, 2019 and

2020. The Provincial Planning and Development Office (PPDO) of Palawan and the City Planning and Development

Office (CPDO) of the City of Puerto Princesa also presented their analyses and policies in response to the results of the

PPA.

The hybrid activity was attended by representatives from National and Regional line agencies, Provincial Government of

Palawan, City Government of Puerto Princesa, Local Government Units from the 23 municipalities of Palawan,

Academe, Media sources and other Data Source agencies as well as by PSA officials and employees.

Data Dissemination Forum on the 2018-2020 Report on the Economic Performance of Romblon

1
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ROMBLON

PSA Romblon conducted PPA Data Dissemination Forum on 2018-2020 Report on the Economic Performance of

Romblon last December 10, 2021 at Sato Dizon Arcade, Odiongan, Romblon. A total of sixty-two (62) participants

joined the onsite and online via zoom. Both online and onsite, were recognized by agency/office, starting from the

National Statistician and Civil Registrar General, Usec. Dennis S. Mapa, to the LGU representatives of each of the

seventeen (17) municipalities of Romblon.

CSS Johnny F. Solis presented the 2018 to 2020 Report on the Economic Performance of the Province of Romblon.

CSS Solis reported that the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Romblon is estimated at 25.6 billion pesos in 2020. It

posted a decline of -9.5 percent, a decline from the 0.7 percent growth rate recorded in 2019. ANS Vivian R. Ilarina,

CSS Florande S. Polistico and RD Leni R. Rioflorido also contributed significant information about the GDP estimation

and highlighted the importance of the PPA in addressing the concerns raised by the PPDO. SSS Dandy H. Fetalvero

gave the closing remarks of the PPA dissemination forum of Romblon.
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